Modelling the formation of working memory with networks of integrate-and-fire neurons connected by plastic synapses.
In this paper we review a series of works concerning models of spiking neurons interacting via spike-driven, plastic, Hebbian synapses, meant to implement stimulus driven, unsupervised formation of working memory (WM) states. Starting from a summary of the experimental evidence emerging from delayed matching to sample (DMS) experiments, we briefly review the attractor picture proposed to underlie WM states. We then describe a general framework for a theoretical approach to learning with synapses subject to realistic constraints and outline some general requirements to be met by a mechanism of Hebbian synaptic structuring. We argue that a stochastic selection of the synapses to be updated allows for optimal memory storage, even if the number of stable synaptic states is reduced to the extreme (bistable synapses). A description follows of models of spike-driven synapses that implement the stochastic selection by exploiting the high irregularity in the pre- and post-synaptic activity. Reasons are listed why dynamic learning, that is the process by which the synaptic structure develops under the only guidance of neural activities, driven in turn by stimuli, is hard to accomplish. We provide a 'feasibility proof' of dynamic formation of WM states in this context the beneficial role of short-term depression (STD) is illustrated. by showing how an initially unstructured network autonomously develops a synaptic structure supporting simultaneously stable spontaneous and WM states in this context the beneficial role of short-term depression (STD) is illustrated. After summarizing heuristic indications emerging from the study performed, we conclude by briefly discussing open problems and critical issues still to be clarified.